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Develop attractive CSS styles efficiently, using the Less CSS preprocessor

About This Book

Use the robust features of the LESS library to write CSS styles in an organized manner●

Simplify your development workflow by using LESS when working with frameworks or content●

management systems
Harness the power of LESS to build websites, using practical examples●

Who This Book Is For

If you are a designer or developer who wants to quickly learn how to harness the power of Less.js to write
more efficient CSS styles that can be applied to a website of any size, then this book is for you. This book
will help you master both the basic functions and advanced features of Less.js. It would be helpful to have
some familiarity of writing CSS styles, although no prior experience of using CSS preprocessors is required.

What You Will Learn

Explore the different features of the Less library●

Build an effective toolkit that helps in your development workflow, using different tools in Less●

Streamline the effort required when constructing themes for content management systems, such as●

WordPress, using Less
Discover how you can use Less to make frameworks work for you in an effective way●

Enhance the use of Less when working with color, one of the key elements of website design●

Work with Less to reduce the effort required to construct responsive websites●

Add flair to your website or online application with animation effects using Less●

In Detail

Writing CSS styles can be very tedious–how many times have you written CSS styles that become difficult
to read and manage, and frequently have to be duplicated? Less gives you a solid toolkit that can help
streamline your code when developing styles for any website of any size, with a significant reduction in the
amount of time and effort required.

Learning Less.js helps you maximize your experience with the Less library by breaking down each of its
main features. This book walks you through examples that progressively build upon your knowledge, taking
you from beginner to advanced usage in a series of easy-to-follow steps. We begin with exploring the library,
and will learn about the tricks it uses to help us save development time when creating and managing styles,
right through to using Less.js in some practical, real-world scenarios.
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From reader reviews:

Mark Shanks:

The reserve untitled Learning Less.js is the publication that recommended to you to see. You can see the
quality of the reserve content that will be shown to you. The language that writer use to explained their way
of doing something is easily to understand. The article author was did a lot of investigation when write the
book, therefore the information that they share for you is absolutely accurate. You also will get the e-book of
Learning Less.js from the publisher to make you more enjoy free time.

Margaret Holt:

This Learning Less.js is great book for you because the content that is full of information for you who
always deal with world and possess to make decision every minute. This kind of book reveal it info
accurately using great manage word or we can point out no rambling sentences inside it. So if you are read
the item hurriedly you can have whole information in it. Doesn't mean it only gives you straight forward
sentences but tough core information with splendid delivering sentences. Having Learning Less.js in your
hand like having the world in your arm, information in it is not ridiculous one. We can say that no
publication that offer you world in ten or fifteen minute right but this reserve already do that. So , this is
good reading book. Heya Mr. and Mrs. active do you still doubt that?

Harriett Costello:

Don't be worry when you are afraid that this book will filled the space in your house, you might have it in e-
book way, more simple and reachable. That Learning Less.js can give you a lot of friends because by you
taking a look at this one book you have thing that they don't and make anyone more like an interesting
person. This particular book can be one of one step for you to get success. This book offer you information
that possibly your friend doesn't learn, by knowing more than additional make you to be great men and
women. So , why hesitate? Let me have Learning Less.js.

Adriana Phillips:

You will get this Learning Less.js by check out the bookstore or Mall. Merely viewing or reviewing it may to
be your solve challenge if you get difficulties to your knowledge. Kinds of this book are various. Not only by
written or printed but additionally can you enjoy this book through e-book. In the modern era such as now,
you just looking of your mobile phone and searching what their problem. Right now, choose your own
personal ways to get more information about your publication. It is most important to arrange you to
ultimately make your knowledge are still upgrade. Let's try to choose appropriate ways for you.
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